
The city as a social network is far too large to fit on a computer screen. Karsan presents a new concept which intends 
to integrate people physically back into the city instead from accessing to it through the city: Concept V1.

Equipped with a delicate exterior design, dynamism and functional utilization, Concept V1 has been created to 
connect you to the outside world. The vehicle aims to fullfill the transportation needs arising within the urban 
environment and converts any ride into a joyous experience brimming with comfort, either as a passenger 
car or a taxi.

It’s about time you blended yourself into the city. Access social life with Concept V1!

The city: a social network. 

Access life.
Concept V1, is creating a new class of vehicle. It aims to offer a new dimension of transportation freedom to those 
with impaired mobility offering pleasure and comfort both to passengers and drivers. A panoramic glass roof and 
wide side windows, ensure a glimpse into every detail of the city and promise an easy integration with the outside 
world during travel. A desire of protection from the sun or a need for privacy is ensured through shades activated 
from the passenger or the driver console. Concept V1 is one step ahead as a design object, in addition to the added 
value it bestows on its segment.

Drivers will enjoy the ability to customise their instrument panel into mobility an engine information, heating 
ventilation, air condition control, or multimedia operation according to their needs and switch from one to the other.



Share the city.
Passenger, driver, operator and other stakeholders… Concept V1 is a taxi for all.

As societies flourish and develop, providing an equal opportunity for the mobility-impaired is evolving into a 
global concern. Modern cities demand vehicles that comfortably seat more within the same exterior size. Taxis are 
operated for extended periods, almost transforming into a living space for drivers, and making comfort and 
ergonomic issues more important than ever. Passengers need seamless in-and-out access; they want to perform 
daily tasks while riding in a comfortable, safe and clean environment. Taxi business owners seek to reduce the 
total cost of ownership of their fleet through vehicles with low fuel consumption and minimal servicing expenses.

And; an aging world population is raising focus on senior citizens’ special transportation needs.

Log-in to a wider space.
Is it possible to stroll around metropolitan districts without any obstacles challenging wheelchairs?

How realistic is it for a mother to get into a vehicle without folding her stroller?

What taxi would be forthcoming to pick up a rock band waiting with their instruments on the side of the road?

Concept V1 offers a fresh answer to such challenging questions.

Comfort is ensured via the high ceiling, entirely even floor and automated access ramp, while plenty of space is 
guaranteed by a wide passenger compartment, thanks to a flexible and easily adjustable seat configuration.
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